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A warm welcome

‣ Learning to Discover - a series of three workshops:
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15-26 Jul 2019:  Real time analysis workshop

14-25 Oct 2019: Advanced Pattern recognition 


20-31 Jul 2020:  Learning to Discover
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Organisation committee: Andreas Salzburger (CERN), David Rousseau (LAL Orsay), Jean-
Roch Vlimant (Caltech), Cherifa Sabrina Amrouche (University of Geneva), Cecile Germain 
(Université Paris-Sud), Slava Voloshynovskiy (University of Geneva), Marco Rovere (CERN), 
Marc Schoenauer (INRIA Saclay), Paolo Calafiura (LBNL) & Sabrina Soccard (Institut Pascal)



And a big THANK YOU 
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‣ To the submitters of the Learning to Discover proposal 

- The initiators can be found [here]


‣ To the INSTITUT PASCAL for accepting this posposal 

- And of course for the stunning location & excellent local 

organisation


‣ To you for participating 

- And I hope for participating not attending 

https://www.universite-paris-saclay.fr/fr/learning-to-discover


HEP meets new challenges

‣ LHC Run-1 / Run-2 was a great success

- (Accelerator, ) Detectors and reconstruction software exceeded all 

expectations
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Thats’s what we designed the 
detector and software for



HEP meets new challenges

‣ Run-4 will be a paradigm shift for LHC experiments

- Pile-up of <µ>~200 (HL-LHC) is an order of magnitude higher 

than LHC design values

- New detectors (that incorporate timing)

- Continuous readout & real time analysis 

- New computing landscape (post “Moore’s law” era: GPUs, HPCs)


- Are we entering the post C++ era as well?

- New (algorithmic) approaches


- Machine Learning

- Virtual reality & the way we look at things?

- Quantum Computing?
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HEP meets ML
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‣ Machine learning is not new to HEP at all 

- ML is more than just deep learning 

- We might have used different labels, but ML has been in HEP 

since its rise 

- Clustering

- Graph networks

- Also first deep learning applications appeared rather early 


‣ Fair to say: ML is growing and with it its potential (for us)



HEP meets ML

‣ Machine learning is a vastly fast growing field
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A lot or R&D happening in 

academia & industry  

dedicated

hardware 

appearing

A lot of 

(often open source) 
software 

‣ HEP problems are extremely complex to solve 

Big data, inference, simulation,  
pattern recognition

“classical”  
algorithms at 
state of the art

Long history

of ML in HEP



HEP meets ML (@challenges)
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‣ Machine learning has great potential to be further exploited

- In analysis, inference, simulation 

- Certainly also in pattern recognition & reconstruction

- Worth to look outside our little corner what is going on:



HEP meets ML (@conferences and @workshops)
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HEP hits the post Moore’s law era 
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HEP hits the post Moore’s law era 
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Spirit of the Workshop
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‣ Learning to Discover

- Maximum of three  

scientific contributions  
per day 

- Afternoons leave 
time for discussions, 
hands on session, 
playing around



Spirit of the Workshop
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‣ Learning to Discover

- Every single contribution  

is schedule for 1.5 hours:

- There is time to present 

complex things in detail

- There should be enough 

time to do discuss items and clarify 

- We really don’t want a conference style 

- Interrupt if you have a question/comment


- There are still the coffee breaks & discussion slots 



Live Notes
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‣ The slides will be uploaded to the [ indico ] agenda

- They should be a good reference of the presented topic


‣ We would like to capture the discussions & ideas during the 
workshop via [ live notes ] 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/847626/
https://bit.ly/2Mbld9n


Who is Who
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‣ If you haven’t done, please fill in the [ who-is-who ] document

https://bit.ly/2Vte8nQ


Springer & us
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‣ Learning, Discover & Publish

- Springer offered to cover this 

workshop in a special issue

- Terms are relatively free

- We’d need to form an  

editorial team 

- Publishing should 

happen roughly 6 
months after the 
workshop

Eventual discussion on Friday 25/10



And finally …
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‣ I can only hope this will be a fruitful and successful workshop !


